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M.Sc. (Part-I) Scmcstcr-I (C-B-C.S. Sc}eme) Examination
STATISTICS

(SaDrpling Theory)
Paper-IV (1SCA-4)

Hours] [Maximum Marks : 80

Note :-Solve either (A) or (B) from each question.

Define SRSWR with the help ofar exampte. Also show that u(y" )." = 
(\;t) ,'

Explain purpose of slratihcation in survey sampling. Discuss different allocations

in stratified random sampliog. 8+8

OR

Explain systematic sampling method using example. Discuss advantages aDd

disadvantages of it.

Derive variance of estimate of population mcan in stratified random sampling.

.rlso find V(y,) under Neyman allocation. 8+8

Describe Lahiri's method of drawing PPS sampling with the help of an example.

Define Horvitz Thompson estimator and derive its variance. 8+8

OR

Explain cumulative total method with the help of an example in PPS sampling

Define Hansen Hurwitz estimator for population total. Show that it is unbiased

estimator for population total. Obtain its variaoce. 7+9

Explain ratio method of estimation. Is it an unbiased estimator ? State practical

utility of ratio estimator.

With the usual notation, undq SRSWOR, the sampling variance of regression

estimator is given by ,r is given by v(y,1=(:I)5r' (r-p')-a interpret rcsult

for all possible value of S. 7+9

OR

Show that in SRSWOR, for largc n, approximate variance of ratio estimator fl is

-Rx
1

(ii) Explain the use of supplementary inlbrmalion lor thc purpose of estimation. Define

regression estimates and prove its unbiasedness. 9t7
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ll uncqual clustcr sampling *'hcn sample is dralvn b]'SRSWOR, describc thc

three commonly used eslimators of estimatitrg population mean.

In case of two stege sampling. show that sample mean is unbiased estimator of
population meen, derive its variance. 8 r 8

OR

Define two stage sampling. Whal is the difference bct\vecn two stage sampling

a"rd cluster sampling 'l Using example explain in whict situation it is prolitablc

to use.

Obtain relative efficiency of clustcr sampling as coml,arcd to population with

elements. Explain how clusters are formed so that clustcr sampling is more efficienl

8+8

What is dillercnce betueen double sampling and two stage sampling ? Give

example of each.

Describe Wamer's moJel for rclated and unrelated questionnaire. 818

OR

Explain procedure of doublc sarnpling in regression mEthod of estimatiotr.

Explain usc of unrclated questionnaire in dealing with scnsitive issues in case of
Warner's model. 8+8
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